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State-of-the-art, intuitive, and 
reliable technology at your 
fingertips

PDI Point of Sale (POS) is designed to support
convenience, fuel, and foodservice operations on a single, 
modern technology platform. The solution supports a wide 
variety of complex transaction types and decreases 
employee training time while increasing customer 
throughput with its intuitive user interface. Improve store 
profitability through prompted upselling, leverage 
robust management tools to prevent fraud, and provide 
exceptional customer experiences. PDI gives you all this in 
one modern platform with powerful, industry-
specific integrations.

Features and benefits at a glance:

> Resilient, secure, cloud-based solution

> Robust promotions and upsell prompts for driving up        
    basket spend

> Connectivity to all types of fuel dispensers to speed up  
    check-out and increase customer satisfaction

> Dynamic alerting (e.g., in drive-off situations) for reduced  
    cost risk

> Real-time updates of sales, pricing, stock, staff rotation,  
    and time and attendance

> Differential pricing, invoicing, payment terms, discounts,  
    and point redemption for strategic customer engagement

> The PDI POS is fully integrated with the PDI Electronic  
    Payment Server. The PDI EPS is a secure payment solution  
    that supports multiple payment terminals and processors.  
    Merchants can provide the same payment experience no  
    matter the hardware used

Seemless integrations and 
flexible APIs:

> Payment terminals: indoor/outdoor

>  Forecourt controllers

>  Fuel dispensers

>  Automatic Tank Gauges (ATG)

>  Security systems

>  Digital signage

>  E-commerce

>  Handheld site assistants

>  Cash management systems

>  Other IoT devices

> Ability to transfer stock among store and warehouses and track stock in transit to        
    prevent spoilage and ensure perpetual inventory availability

> Track a transaction in detail regardless of site

> Powerful multi-lingual capabilities

> Serial tracked vouchers and gift cards issued directly from the POS for convenient   
    revenue increase
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Why PDI 
Point of Sale (POS)?

Designed for retail fuel and 
convenience

Your consumers’ needs are constantly evolving, creating 
greater demand for new, flexible technology. Keep your 
business operations up and running regardless of internet 
connection, software updates, hardware failures, or weather 
disruptions with full resiliency across your sites.

Rolling out a foodservice program for the first time? Tired of 
managing your existing foodservice offering within multiple 
touch-points? Simplify your foodservice operations using 
PDI’s all-in-one platform and deliver an unforgettable 
customer experience along the way. 

Flexibility for POS, self-checkout, 
foodservice kiosks, and mobile POS

Continue to scale your business with a POS that is ready to 
support all of your deployment dreams. Using the same 
software application, you can easily run all your business 
needs on a single or multiple hardware touch-points. 
Increase customer throughput with self-checkout, enable 
your employees to "line-bust" with a mobile tablet, or 
increase your foodservice order accuracy with 
customer kiosks.

Cloud-centric solution
Reduce your cost of ownership while streamlining your POS 
deployment and gain access to a single version of the truth. 
Completely hardware agnostic, you can pair PDI POS 
with your favorite industry leading hardware devices. 
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Key Capabilities
> Item Flexibility

> Promotion Functionality

> Fuel Management

With a resilient, secure foundation, PDI’s single 
platform Point of Sale is ready to grow and scale 
at the speed of your business. Stay ahead of 
constantly evolving consumer preferences with a 
technology platform that was built for purpose. 

Do you want to expand into a new retail vertical? 
No problem, we have an item functionality ready 
and waiting. 

Planning a series of promotions around your store 
and forecourt? From multibuys to linked 
promotions to fuel offers, PDI POS offers an 
unparalleled promotion management experience. 
Dynamically customize the best offer for each of 
your customers.  

Ready to expand your forecourt? PDI POS can 
support up to 120 fueling positions. 
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Item Flexibility
Using PDI Point of Sale, you now have more 
flexibility than ever before. Let your business take 
on new heights by expanding into new verticals 
without the stress of managing multiple POS 
systems. Regardless of your sales item type, unit 
of measure, taxes, or modifiers, PDI Point of Sale 
has a flexible library of item codes to accurately 
run your business. 

Item Functionality Details: 
> Multiple barcodes against a single SKU           

     with price and description variables will allow   

     you to track similar items while understanding   

     more granular details (i.e. fashion items can   

     support size, style, and color matrix on 

     single item)

> Use different units of measure across your   

     product offerings (i.e. packs, pounds, ounces,   

     pints, gallons, etc.) and integrate to various   

     scales for weight and price measurement 

> Characterize your items with different tax rates  

     or distinguish between eat-in vs take-out pricing

> Item attributes (return forbidden, enter price,   

     enter qty/weight/volume, no discount or price   

     overrides)

> List out recipe items, allergens, and modifiers   

     (i.e. bread type, contains nuts, etc.) for increased    

     transparency with your customers

> Items can be sold via barcode, item code,   

     quick choice key or alphanumeric search so   

     your employees can keep lines moving quickly
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Promotion 
Functionality

Maximize consumers’ basket size by offering a 
variety of compelling promotions and discounts. 
Customize your promotions to each of your sites 
or customer groups to maximize impact while 
enhancing the customer experience with a flawless 
check-out process. Rest assured that your offers 
are triggered by purchase and are logged and 
printed saving your team valuable time and 
ensuring accuracy for your customers. 

Promotion Functionality Details:  
> Always know the specified start and end date   
 for all offers, promotions, campaigns and days   
 of the week 

> Support a variety of programs including but   
 not limited to: automatic item discounts,   
 multibuys (i.e. BOGOFs, 2 for’s, x for y, etc.),   
 combinations (i.e. cheapest free, fixed price, %  
 off etc.), linked promotions, upsells, random   
 promotions, and supplier promotions

> Easily manage refunds at any site location     
     regardless of original purchase site 

Easily manage refunds at any site location     

> Reward your customers for higher levels of   
 spend with incremental percentage discounts  
 and fuel reward savings 

> Link the same item to more than one offer to   
 maximize its category and switch promotion   
 stacking on or off 

> Create exclusions for transaction discounts or   
 limit the number of times a customer can use   
 an offer 

> Have an accurate record of the actual item(s)   
 to which offer discounts have been applied

> Rest assured your pricebook remains accurate  
 after your promotion ends with separately   
 logged promo and regular pricing

> Keep your customers coming back by printing   
 an offer voucher on customer receipt for use   
 on a future visit
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Fuel Management

Manage your forecourt with the same ease as your 
in-store sales with the flexibility of PDI Point of Sale. 
Regardless of the number of fueling stations, type of 
forecourt controller, or payment type preference, PDI 
POS offers the same customer experience inside 
and outside of the store. Cloud-centric POS 
architecture affords distributed forecourt connectivity 
and reliability. 

Fuel Management Functionality Details:
> Web-based fuel management platform with   
     built-in redundancy

> Minimize your POS investment expense knowing  
 your POS is forecourt controller agnostic

> Grow your forecourt to match your customers   
 needs with up to 120 addressable fueling positions

> Gain flexibility with multiple service modes,   
 pre-pay, post-pay, attended mode, preset   
 value/volume, pay-at-pump, and mobile pay

> Easily move pre-pay values across fueling positions

> Reward your customers for higher levels of        
     spend with fuel reward savings 

> Note tank gauge alerts, high/low product,   
     temperature and water levels from your POS   
     screen through a graphical tank gauge display   
     and print of the tank capacity, volume and usage

> Locally manage a price change at the POS or    
     across all sites via the Cloud

> Centrally distribute a scheduled price   
     change for upcoming events or 
     predicted demand

> Conveniently capture fuel deliveries at 
 the POS

> Run pump testing at your fingertips
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About PDI Technologies

With 40 years of industry leadership, PDI Technologies, 
Inc. resides at the intersection of productivity and sales 
growth, delivering powerful solutions that serve as the 
backbone of the convenience retail and petroleum 
wholesale ecosystem. By “Connecting Convenience” 
across the globe, we empower businesses to increase 
productivity, make informed decisions, and engage 
faster with their customers. From large-scale ERP and 
logistics operations to loyalty programs and 
cybersecurity, we’re simplifying the industry supply 
chain for whatever comes next.


